sofia.mpass.bg
PAY FOR YOUR TRAVEL
WITH YOUR MOBILE PHONE
Everyone who wants to travel with the public transport in Sofia,
including the night lines is able buy a day or night pass with a mobile phone

1. Register at sofia.mpass.bg
2. Enter in your profile
3. Select transport pass

One day pass – valid for all day
lines of the public transport

One night pass – valid for all night
lines of the public transport

4. Select payment method

5. Select payment method and choose
payment instrument

6. Pay for your pass

> bank card
> carrier billing
> promotion code

After the payment you will receive a protected QR code,
which is your “pass”. You need to scan it at the metro
entrance to enter the metro. When you travel with the
surface public transport you have to show it to the ticket
inspector.
You can buy the card just before entering the metro. It
takes 45 seconds for validation. Once you have entered
you cannot enter again with the same card within the next
5 minutes.

One day pass
One day pass is valid for travelling with all day lines of
the public transport in Sofia, which include ground and
underground transportation.
One day pass is valid for a limited time period. For
successful activation of your pass are required 60 seconds
after the purchase.
To enter the subway you need to scan the QR code on the
designated barriers. Hold your code 10 cm away from the
scanner.
To travel with the ground transportation there is no need
to validate your transport pass after entering the vehicle.
Transport pass validity matches working hours of day lines
in the date of purchase. The document can be used from
one passenger only.
Show the QR code to the control officer when asked.

One night pass
One night pass is valid for travelling with all night lines of
the public transport in Sofia – N1, N2, N3 and N4.
One night pass is valid for a limited time period. For
successful activation of your pass are required 60 seconds
after the purchase.
After entering the vehicle show the QR code to the control
officer.
Transport pass validity matches working hours of night
lines in the date of purchase. The document can be used
from one passenger only.
If the document is purchased outside of the working hours
it will be valid from 00:00 on the next date.

